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Abstract 
The memory for location of objects, which binds information about objects to discrete 
positions or spatial contexts of occurrence, is a form of episodic memory particularly sensitive 
to hippocampal damage. Its early decline is symptomatic for elderly dementia. Substances 
that selectively reduce α5-GABAA receptor function are currently developed as potential 
cognition enhancers for Alzheimer’s and other dementia, consistent with genetic studies 
implicating these receptors that are highly expressed in hippocampus in learning performance. 
Here we explored the consequences of reduced GABAA α5-subunit contents, as occurring in 
α5(H105R) knock-in mice, on the memory for location of objects. This required the 
behavioral characterization of α5(H105R) and wild type animals in various tasks examining 
learning and memory retrieval strategies for objects, locations, contexts and their 
combinations. In mutants, decreased amounts of α5-subunits and retained long-term 
potentiation in hippocampus were confirmed. They exhibited hyperactivity with conserved 
circadian rhythm in familiar actimeters, and normal exploration and emotional reactivity in 
novel places, allocentric spatial guidance, and motor pattern learning acquisition, inhibition 
and flexibility in T- and 8-arm mazes. Processing of object, position and context memories 
and object-guided response learning were spared. Genotype difference in object-in-place 
memory retrieval and in encoding and response learning strategies for object-location 
combinations manifested as a bias favouring object-based recognition and guidance strategies 
over spatial processing of objects in the mutants. These findings identify in α5(H105R) mice 
a behavioral-cognitive phenotype affecting basal locomotion and the memory for location of 
objects indicative of hippocampal dysfunction resulting from moderately decreased α5-
subunit contents.  
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Introduction 
Difficulty in forming and retrieving at short delay mnemonic traces of spatial or contextual 
details about objects is characteristic of declarative memory disturbance, which arise in 
hippocampal amnesia, elderly mild cognitive impairment and various dementias (Cipolotti et 
al., 2006; Lee et al., 2003; Alescio-Lautier et al. 2007; Nelson & O'Connor, 2008; Gallo et al., 
2004; Troyer et al., 2008). The memory for location of objects depends on the integrity of 
various information processing and mnemonic mechanisms for objects, locations, contexts 
and their relationships (Aggleton & Brown, 2006; Postma et al., 2008). Computational and 
experimental studies suggest distinct interconnected parahippocampal neural networks 
projecting to the CA1 and CA3 areas in the processing of location, object and other non-
spatial contextual information, and the dentate gyrus (DG)-CA3 circuits in encoding and 
remembering object-location conjunctions (Rolls & Kesner, 2006; Bachevalier et al., 2008). 
On the molecular level, glutamate NMDA and AMPA receptors, which mediate long-term 
potentiation (LTP) forms of synaptic plasticity, play a role in paired-associate learning (Rolls 
& Kesner, 2006; Morris, 2006). A role for GABAA receptors (GABAARs), which mediate 
GABAergic inhibition in cortical network assemblies, in conjunctive object-location learning 
remains to be established. Among the variety of GABAARs, those containing α5 subunits are 
of particular interest in this respect. These receptors are highly expressed, mostly at 
extrasynaptic sites, in the dendritic fields of dentate, CA1 and CA3 principal cells where they 
can be either tonically or phasically activated, thereby modulate local network activities 
(Crestani et al., 2002; Prenosil et al., 2006). Studies with histidine-to-arginine α5(H105R) 
knock-in mice, which exhibit decreased hippocampal α5-subunit protein levels, and α5 
knock-out mice implicate α5-GABAARs in excitatory trace fear conditioning and matching-
to-place learning performance, respectively (Crestani et al., 2002; Collinson et al., 2002). 
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Pharmacologically induced reduction in α5-GABAAR function is proposed as a cognition 
enhancing strategy for dementia conditions (Atack, 2009; Ballard et al., 2009).  
Here we proposed to address the impact of moderately reduced hippocampal α5-subunit 
contents on the memory for location of objects using the α5(H105R) mouse model. 
Specifically, we analyzed the performance of α5(H105R) mice and wild type (WT) 129X/SvJ 
controls in an incidental object-in-place learning task, which assesses a form of contextual 
memory of objects that links object information to the spatial context of its occurrence. 
Encoding strategies for object and location combinations were studied in a multiple object-
location encoding task protocol. We further tested these mutants in a battery of behavioral 
assays to study various information processing mechanisms for objects, locations and 
contexts, including familiarity/novelty processing, pattern separation, recognition memory, 
spatial guidance and learning strategies, and behavioral flexibility. In vitro input-output 
relationships and LTP in hippocampal circuits participating to spatial information storage 
were finally examined. 
 
Materials and methods 
Animals 
The local institutional animal care and use committee, the cantonal Veterinary Zürich, 
approved all procedures. Behavioral studies were carried out with naïve 8 to 16 week-old WT 
and α5(H105R) female mice from pure 129X1/SvJ background and generated as described in 
Crestani et al. (2002). Briefly, RW-4 embryonic stem cells were derived from the 
129X1/SvJ strain: Chimeras were bred with EIIa-cre mice on the 129X1/SvJ 
background and offspring carrying the cre transgene and the mutation were bred with 
129X1/SvJ mice. Animals carrying the point mutation but not the EIIa–cre transgene 
were selected for further breeding against 129X1/SvJ mice. Heterozygotes were 
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intercrossed, providing a sufficient number of homozygous α5(H105R) and WT 
littermates to constitute between 20 to 40 breeding pairs for each genotype. These 
breeding pairs were organized in the same animal facility, with a strict control of the 
rearing conditions to minimize any possible influence of external stressful factors and of 
their interaction with the maternal behaviour on adult offspring’s behavioural and 
emotional phenotype (Crusio et al, 2009). The experimental WT and α5(H105R) animals 
used in the present study were the progeny of these same breeding pairs and were 
obtained over a period of one year. Hence, they were not littermates. For each 
behavioural experiment, WT and α5(H105R) animals were matched by the age. They 
were reared in collective cages in the same testing rooms under reversed 12-h day-night cycle 
conditions from the age of 3 to 4 weeks, and tested during the dark phase in all experiments. 
As in Crestani et al. (2002), females were preferred to males owing to the high frequency of 
intermale aggression intrinsic to our strain and necessitating detention of males in social 
isolation from periadolescence. Some animals were food-restricted to reduce and maintain 
their body weight to maximum 85% of the initial body weight while accustomized to food 
reinforcers (either barleycorn or Noyes precision pellets formula P, Sandown, Hampton, UK). 
Each mouse was subjected to only one behavioral assay. In vitro electrophysiological studies 
were performed using mice of either sex aged of 21 to 56 days. 
Immunoperoxidase staining for GABAAR subunits α5, α4 and δ 
Animals deeply anaesthetized by pentobarbital were perfused transcardially for tissue fixation 
with a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer. After overnight post-fixation, 
40-µm thick coronal sections were taken and stored in antifreeze solution (50 mM phosphate 
buffer, 15% glucose, 30% (v/v) ethylene glycol, sodium azide; pH 7.4) at 20°C. 
Immunoperoxidase staining for α5 (guinea pig antiserum), α4 (44-GA4N, phosphosolutions, 
Aurora, CO) and  δ (rabbit antibody AB97752, Chemicon, Temecula, CA) subunits were 
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performed on series of 1:6 free-floating sections through the forebrain and analyzed by 
densitometry (MCID M5 program, Imaging Research, Ste-Catherines, ON) (Fritschy et al., 
1998). Densitometry was performed on digital images of sections from 4 animals per 
genotype using gray standards for calibration. Percent α5-subunit-immunoreactivity changes 
in α5(H105R) mice were calculated from the mean relative optical density values obtained in 
sections from WT mice. Background was measured in the corpus callosum and subtracted. 
Locomotion 
Mice were placed in circular in individual automated circular enclosures. Activity counts were 
continuously recorded for 8 days and analyzed on the last 4 days. Relative locomotion was 
expressed as the total counts per hour to the total counts per 24 h. 
Light-dark choice test 
The reaction to novelty stress was studied in a two-chamber apparatus made of a dark and a 
500-lux illuminated box of equal size (20 cm x 20 cm x 15 cm) and interconnected by a small 
tunnel (5 cm x 7 cm). Mice were placed in the lit box the head facing the tunnel. Once the 
animal had the four paws in the tunnel, the time spent in each box was recorded for 5 min 
(Crestani et al., 1999). 
Incidental context learning task 
Context processing was studied in the incidental context-learning task. This task was adapted 
from the immediate shock freezing deficit paradigm (Rudy & Reilly, 1999), which has been 
used to demonstrate that rats can automatically form a context representation during the 
course of a non-reinforced investigation of a novel spatial environment and later retrieve and 
use that representation as a memory cue to acquire associative fear learning. The task 
commenced with a preconditioning phase lasting on 10 min during which half of the animals 
was placed individually in the conditioning chamber (preconditioned groups) and the other 
half (non-preconditioned control groups) in a different chamber. On the following 
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conditioning day, all animals received an electric footshock (0.5 mA, 1s, 50 Hz) 5 s after 
placement in the conditioning chamber. This was followed 1 min later by two footshocks 
delivered 1-min apart. Thus, the conditioning session consisted for preconditioned animals in 
experiencing novel aversive stimuli in a context previously learned as non-aversive, and for 
non-preconditioned animals in learning about a new context with the conditioning chamber 
and the footshocks being two of its features. Infrared activity counts and immobility episodes 
> 2 seconds were recorded automatically using the IMETRONIC software (Imetronic SA, 
Pessac, France).  
Incidental object-in-place learning task 
We developed an object-in-place learning task, which combines some aspects of the 
incidental context-learning task and of the classical object recognition memory test 
(Ennaceur, 2010), to study recognition memory and contextual memory retrieval for objects. 
Our protocol allowed examining the capacity of mice to 1) form a context representation 
during the course of a non-reinforced exploration of a novel place; 2) automatically 
incorporate information about a novel object into that context representation during a short 
free exploration of the same place, and 3) later identify that object as familiar when presented 
with a new object in the same place or use that object occurring in a new place containing a 
different object as a partial memory cue to retrieve a whole object-in-place memory. As a 
variant of the object recognition paradigm, this task was based on the evaluation of the 
spontaneous mouse’s neotic preference, i.e. the attraction for stimuli of any kind with a 
spatial or temporal novelty dimension (Hughes, 2007). Nine objects with exact copies, which 
differed by the material (wood, plastic or glass), the shape (round, square or rectangular) and 
the color (white, black, light and dark gray), two identical T-shaped (left/right arm, 15 cm 
long x 10 cm wide x 24 cm high and stem, 30 cm x 10 cm x 24 cm) and two identical 
rectangular (30 cm x 20 cm x 24 cm) boxes made of opaque grey Plexiglas were used. A thin 
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layer of soiled bedding material covered the floor of the enclosures to saturate in congener 
odors and facilitate animal’s ambulation. Throughout the experimental period, the distal 
environmental cues were kept constant and the lighting conditions in enclosure were set at 50 
lux to promote visual detection of the objects.  
The task included a study phase, which was common to all animals and performed on 3 
consecutive days with one session per day, a retention delay and a ‘place’ test for object 
discrimination. On the first two days, the mice were placed individually in a T-enclosure for 
10 min to get familiarized with the context. Two mice were tested at the same time using the 
two T-enclosures. On Day 3, they were replaced in the T-enclosure newly containing one 
novel object (O1) for investigation. Both the object identity and its location within enclosure 
were varied and object copies were used to prevent any bias due to olfactory traces from an 
animal to another. The mice were then distributed in six different groups and, depending on 
the group, they were tested either in the T-enclosure or the unfamiliar rectangular enclosure, 1 
h or 4 h or 24 h after the last study session. Each enclosure contained a copy of O1 positioned 
at the same spatial location as in the T-enclosure during study and a new distinct object (O2) 
placed 15 to 20 cm away.  
The last study session and the test were videorecorded for 5 min. Behavioral observations 
were analysed off-line by a trained observer, and included the frequency and the cumulated 
time in seconds of the animal’s approaches (distance < 2 cm) and contacts with each object, 
the number of activity units visited (locomotion) in the rectangular enclosure, and the number 
of rearings in the two enclosures. At test, object recognition was estimated from the animal’s 
neotic preference to O2, as expressed by the object exploration time ratio O2-O1/O2+O1. 
Animals with O1 exploration time less than 10 s at study were not included in the statistical 
analysis. 
Multiple object-location encoding task protocol 
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To investigate the encoding strategies for object and location combinations, we designed this 
protocol as an adaptation of the one-trial object-place association task, which has been used 
to demonstrate a selective role for the hippocampus in the rapid formation of memories 
location of objects in monkeys (Parkinson et al., 1988). Our protocol comprised three 
successive associative food-motivated learning tasks involving object or spatial location 
processing and object and location information binding and requiring acquisition of a 
matching-to-sample learning rule. We designed two identical apparatuses made of two 
identical symmetrical chambers (30 cm long x 20 cm wide x 30 cm high) accessible from a 
corridor (5 cm wide) by a small closable opening (Fig. 4a). On the wall opposite the corridor 
of each chamber, three non-visible food wells were arranged in a line. Each food well was 
hidden by a semi-cylindrical wall (2 cm wide x 5 cm high), which served as support for 
objects (fixed with blue-tag). A set of 12 different objects and copies were used throughout 
the experimental period. The environment surrounding the apparatuses was kept constant and 
the lighting conditions in chamber were set at 50 lux. First the mice were familiarized with the 
two apparatuses while shaping their food searching behavior during 6 sessions of exploration 
performed on 2 consecutive days. Each session started by 10-s confinement of the animal in 
the corridor followed by 10 min of exploration of one pseudo-randomly chosen chamber 
containing one barleycorn in each of the 3 food wells. Once the mouse was fully entered in 
the chamber, the access to the corridor was prevented using a removable partition. Only the 
mice, which consumed the 3 barleycorns on the last 2 sessions, were engaged with the 
multiple-task protocol.  
The first object-encoding task (task 1) involved the acquisition of an object-based guidance 
strategy, independent of the object identity, as defined by its elemental features, and of its 
spatial location through food reinforcement. Mice were daily subjected to two training 
sessions interspaced of 3 h. The first 2 sessions included a succession of 4 different object-on-
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wall trials, and the following sessions, 3 trials due to a lowered motivation (latency > 1 min) 
to perform a 4th trial in all animals (Fig. 4b). All the trials were unique based on the object 
identity and the position (left, middle or right) of the baited wall. A trial commenced by a 10-s 
confinement of the mouse in the corridor followed by exploration of the chamber containing 
one given object fixed on one pseudo-randomly chosen baited wall. The mouse had to 
approach the object and retrieve and consume the food hidden behind it, thereby ending the 
trial. Each trial was performed in one different chamber, using the two apparatuses. To 
facilitate the acquisition of an object class concept, all the objects were novel to the animals 
during the first 8 trials and were reused in the following trials. The trial response latency was 
recorded and errors were scored as the number of head dips in non-baited food wells up to 
food retrieval. For each session, an accuracy score was calculated as the difference between 1 
and the mean number of errors. A null score indicated an average of one error per trial, a 
negative score more than one error, and 1 no error. Training was prolonged up to a 
termination criterion arbitrarily set at a mean accuracy of 80% in the WT controls.  
All the mice were then trained in a delayed matching-to-sample learning task (task 2), which 
involved encoding selectively the spatial location of the baited object-on-wall combination 
(sample) and holding in working memory that location to successfully retrieve food at test. 
Mice were daily subjected twice a day to two successive independent trials. Each trial started 
with an object-on-wall study phase identical to a task 1 trial followed immediately after food 
consumption by a choice test phase (Fig. 4c). At test, the animal was confined in the corridor 
for 10 s (retention delay), and thereafter it was presented simultaneously with two copies of 
the same object, with one copy fixed on the same baited wall as during the study phase 
(correct choice) and the second object copy fixed on another pseudo-randomly chosen non-
baited wall. Because of the higher demand in information processing in this task, the criterion 
for termination was set at a minimum of 70% of correct choices in the WT controls. 
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The last task (task 3) was similar to the task 2 and included 24 independent trials performed 
on 6 consecutive days. Each trial involved binding the object identity to its spatial location 
during the study phase and holding in working memory a unique ‘object-to-location’ 
representation to successfully retrieve food at test. The object-on-wall study phase was 
identical to that in task 1, and at test mice were given the choice between one copy of the 
study object fixed on the same baited wall as during the study phase (correct choice) and a 
new distinct object fixed on another pseudo-randomly chosen non-baited wall (Fig. 4d).  
In tasks 2 and 3, the trial study phases were performed in one apparatus and the test phases in 
the corresponding chamber of the other apparatus to prevent the use of trace odors to guide to 
food. The objects were all familiar to the animals and all object-on-wall combinations were 
unique. For each task, ‘study’ and ‘test’ accuracy mean scores were calculated as the 
differences between 1 and the average of the total number of errors across the total number of 
trials and made during the course of the study and the test phase. The wall position chance 
level was of 0.33 in the 3 tasks. The object chance level was of 0.33 in task 1; 0.33 at study 
and 0.50 at test in task 2; and 0.33 at both study and test in task 3.  
T-maze experiments 
The two T-enclosures were used. The left and right arms a d a starting arm (10 cm x 10 cm) 
at the base of the stem were delineated by removable sliding doors. The left and right arms 
contained a food well non visible from the stem. A thin layer of soiled bedding material 
covered the floor. The enclosures were surrounded by dimly illuminated distinctive extramaze 
cues. Prior to each task, mice were familiarized with the experimental context by placement in 
one T-enclosure containing food at multiple spatial locations for 10 min of exploration on two 
consecutive days. The first spontaneous left or right arm choice was noted to further equally 
distribute left and right responders within groups. In the three tasks described below, each 
trial or trial phase started with 10 s of confinement of the animal in the starting arm. Once 
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entered in one left or right arm, the mouse was left undisturbed for 30 s by closing the sliding 
door of the opposite arm and of the starting arm. Food consumption was the successful trial 
condition.  
Delayed reinforced T-maze alternations 
To test for the integrity of spatial information processing, we measured the proportion of mice 
that spontaneously developed a spatial or motor guidance strategy to retrieve food. Mice were 
subjected to 8 independent forced trials. Each trial started with a study phase performed in 
one T-enclosure with a single, accessible reinforced arm (sample). This was followed 10 s 
(confinement in the starting arm) or 15 min (transfer to home-cage) later by a left-to-right arm 
choice test phase in the second T-enclosure oriented in the opposite direction and with food in 
the two arms. All animals were subjected to 4 trials per delay interspaced of 1 h. The number 
of animals alternating using either an egocentric guidance strategy based on the previous body 
turn or an allocentric strategy based on the position of the previously baited arm was counted. 
Left/right discrimination learning 
This task assessed the capacity of mice to hold in working memory single body turns 
associated with food to support acquisition of a motor alternation response. Mice were daily 
subjected to 6 independent forced trials involving a delayed-non-matching-to-position 
learning rule. Each trial commenced with a study phase during which the animal had access to 
only one reinforced arm of a T-enclosure for 30 s. The left-to-right arm choice test was 
performed 10 s later in the second T-enclosure oriented in the same direction with the two 
arms accessible, but only the arm opposite to the studied arm was reinforced. The mean 
proportion of alternations was calculated each day. A learning criterion of at least 80% of 
alternations on two consecutive days terminated the training period. On the following day, 
mice were tested for the alternation response strategy on 6 similar forced trials, with a left-to-
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right arm choice test delayed by 15 min. A reset of performance to chance (0.50) would be 
indicative of the acquisition of a response guidance strategy with training. 
Matching-to-position learning 
Mice were tested for their ability to use a matching-to-position rule to acquire a motor 
response pattern and for behavioral flexibility. A first free-choice trial was performed with the 
two arms of a T-enclosure being baited and accessible. For acquisition of the matching-to-
position learning rule, mice were daily trained across successive trials, with a maximum of 10 
trials per day, to enter the same single baited arm (opposite to the first choice) on 5 
consecutive trials. Once they reached the learning criterion, they were tested for the same 
performance on the following day. After a time interval of 3 h, the same animals were trained 
to reverse the learned response to the opposite arm (Reversal 1). On the next day, acquisition 
of the new turning response was tested and 3 h later a second response reversal to the opposite 
arm (Reversal 2) was performed. The number of errors, i.e. entries in the non baited arm, to 
criterion was counted. 
Free food foraging learning 
Motor response learning and working memory capacity for multiple location-food 
combinations were tested in an automated radial 8-arm maze (IMETRONIC SA). Mice were 
daily trained to freely forage food hidden at the end of each of the 8 arms, with a maximum 
time of trial completion of 10 min on 7 consecutive days. The number of arms visited per 
minute, the number of eaten food, the arm sequential order, the frequency of inter-choice 0, 
45, 90, 135 and 180 degrees turn angles and the time of trial completion were recorded. We 
calculated an Acquisition Index (AI) according to the formula described in details in Shors 
and Dryver (1992), which takes into account the changing probability of correct arm choices 
and errors, the severity of the errors and the time of trial completion, to score learning. 
Positive AI indicated food foraging directed toward non-visited baited arms and negative AI, 
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perseverative responses toward already debaited arms. Null AI corresponded to random 
foraging. Acquisition of a radial strategy was estimated from the changes in the proportion of 
consecutive inter-choice adjacent angles, with a minimum of 3 consecutive 45° turns within a 
trial, to the total number of arm choices minus 1 on trials 1 and 7. 
Electrophysiology 
Slice preparation 
The animals were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane and killed by decapitation. Parasaggital 
hippocampal slices of 350 µm thick were cut and immediately incubated in 33-35°C warm 
ACSF (125 NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2.5 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 2-2.5 CaCl2, 11-25 D-
glucose) for 30 min before being stored at room temperature in ACSF constantly aerated with 
95% O2 and 5% CO2, adjusting the pH to 7.3-7.4. For recordings, the slices were transferred 
to a Plexiglas interface chamber constantly perfused with 34°C warm aerated ASCF at a rate 
of 2-4 ml/min.  
Input-output relationships  
Extracellular stimulation of the CA1 Schaffer collaterals and of the MPP was made with 
bipolar platinum iridium electrodes (50 µm diameter, 25 µm Teflon insulation, ADVENT 
RESEARCH MATERIALS, Oxford, UK) connected to a stimulus isolation unit (CA1 and CA3: 
S8800 Stimulator, GRASS TECHNOLOGIES, West Warwick, RI, USA; DG: IS4 stimulus 
isolator, www.sc-devices.ch, Zurich, Switzerland). Electrodes were placed under visual 
guidance using a stereoscopic zoom microscope (NIKON INC., Japan) with visible light for the 
CA1 and CA3 regions and using an upright microscope (ZEISS AXIOSKOP) with infrared 
illumination for the MPP. For the Schaffer collateral input, single 0.1-ms stimuli, varying 
between 10 and 150 V, were applied every 10 s at increasing intensity and the resulting fiber 
volley was used as a measure for the input strength. Fiber volleys could not be reliably 
detected in the MPP and the stimulator’s constant-current output (40 to 120 µA) was used as a 
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measure for the input strength. Field extracellular postsynaptic potentials (fEPSP) recordings 
were obtained with extracellular glass microelectrodes filled with ACSF (1-2 MΩ) positioned 
into the same stratum several hundred micrometers from the site of stimulation. CA1 and CA3 
signals were amplified 500 fold with an Axopatch 200B patch-clamp amplifier (AXON 
INSTRUMENTS INC., Sunnyvale, CA, USA), MPP signals were amplified 1000 fold using an A-
M Systems Model 3000 AC differential amplifier (A-M. SYSTEMS, Carlsborg, WA, USA). All 
signals were low-pass filtered at 2 kHz, digitized at 5 kHz with a 16 bit analogue-to-digital 
converter (PCI-6230, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) and analyzed using IGOR PRO 
software. The initial slope of the evoked fEPSP provided indication of the synaptic output in 
the CA1 region, in the CA3 and the DG areas the fEPSP amplitude was used as a measure for 
the output strength.  
Theta-burst induced long-term potentiation  
Long-term potentiation was induced in the MPP, CA1 and CA3 areas using a theta-burst 
protocol applied after at least 10 min of stable base line fEPSP recording at submaximal 
stimulus intensity as previously described (Hoffman et al., 2002). Tetanisation consisted of a 
series of 5 bursts of five 100-Hz pulses delivered at a frequency of 5 Hz. Each theta burst 
series was applied 4 times every 10 s.  
Statistics 
Data were analyzed with the CRUNCH 3 (Oakland, CA, USA) and the MINITAB 12.22 for 
Windows (State College, PA, USA) statistical packages. Levene’s tests for homogeneity of 
variance and multiple designs of factorial analyses of variance were used. Post-hoc mean 
comparisons were made with Bonferroni’s tests. Unpaired t-tests for separate or pooled 
variances, chi square, paired t-tests and non-parametric Mann-Whitney tests (U) corrected for 
ties (Z) were used for two-mean comparisons. Statistical significance was set as P ≤ 0.05. 
Results in figures are expressed as mean ± SE.  
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Results 
α5-subunit immunoreactivity in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) 
No structural abnormalities in the MTL, and notably in the hippocampus, were observed in 
α5(H105R) mice (Fig. 1). A thorough analysis of the α5-subunit immunoreactivity in coronal 
sections from WT animals revealed moderate to strong staining intensity along the 
longitudinal axis of the hippocampal formation and lateral parahippocampal subregions. In 
sections from α5(H105R) mice, the reduction in α5-subunit immunoreactivity averaged 30% 
in these same areas. However the distinct layer- and area-specific distribution of the α5-
subunit was retained. The α5-subunit staining intensity in neocortex and basal ganglia was 
unchanged in the mutants. Likewise, no genotype differences in α4- and δ-subunit 
immunoreactivity were detected in the whole forebrain (data not shown).  
Basal locomotion and emotionality 
Locomotion and emotional sensitivity to novelty were examined because of their potential 
impact on the animal’s performance in learning tasks involving motor responding and 
stimulus novelty assessment. α5(H105R) mice displayed higher basal levels of locomotor 
activity in a familiar enclosure than the WT controls on 4 consecutive days (Repeated 
measure ANOVA: genotype, F1, 28 = 14.37, P < 0.001; day, F3, 84 = 13.22, P = 0.001 and 
genotype x day, F3, 84 = 5.05, P = 0.032) (Fig. 2a). The circadian locomotor activity rhythm 
however was comparable in the two groups (time, F23, 644 = 33.78, P < 0.001 and genotype x 
time, ns) (Fig. 2b). In the light/dark choice test, WT and α5(H105R) mice showed a similar 
preference to the dark box (lit versus dark box, F1, 16 = 11.81, P < 0.01; genotype and 
genotype x box, ns) (Fig. 2c). No genotype difference was detected in the elevated X-maze 
either (data not shown).  
Incidental object-in-place learning 
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We investigated in different groups of WT and α5(H105R) mice the recognition and the 
contextual memory of objects. During the study session, α5(H105R) mice did not differ from 
WT controls in the mean number of rearings and O1 frequency (t-tests with separate 
variances, ns), while showing a modestly reduced mean O1 exploration time (t107.50 = 1.99, P 
= 0.05) in the T-enclosure (Fig. 3a). The (2 genotypes x 3 delays) analysis of the amounts of 
locomotion in the rectangular enclosure provided no significant effect of the main factors and 
of their interaction (mean value (± S.E.) of the 3 groups in WT: 91 ± 4, n = 26 and 
α5(H105R): 85 ± 4, n = 29). At test, mice of both genotypes made more rearings in the 
rectangular enclosure than in the T-enclosure, regardless of the retention delay (enclosure, F1, 
106 = 97.7, P < 0.001; enclosure x genotype and enclosure x genotype x delay, ns; Figs. 3b and 
3c Left). Likewise, no genotype differences were detected for the mean total (O1+O2) 
exploration times, which were markedly decreased in the rectangular enclosure at the three 
delays (enclosure, F1, 106 = 100.36, P < 0.001, enclosure x genotype, F1, 106 = 1.75, P = 0.19, 
enclosure x genotype x delay, F2, 106 = 1.18, P = 0.31; Figs. 3b and 3c Middle). 
The three-way (genotype, enclosure, retention delay) ANOVA on the neotic preference toward 
the unfamiliar O2 revealed a main effect of the delay (F2, 106 = 13.26, P < 0.001), and of its 
interaction with the enclosure (F2, 106 = 7.90, P < 0.001) and the genotype (F2, 106 = 3.23, P = 
0.04). The triple interaction was not significant. In the T-enclosure and for both genotypes, 
the neotic preference to O2 was the most elevated in animals tested at 1 h and quasi null in 
those tested at 24 h (Post-hoc Bonferroni: 4 h vs 1 h, P < 0.01; 24 h vs 1 h, P < 0.001 after 
delay, F2, 57 = 31.31, P < 0.001; genotype and delay x genotype, ns) (Fig. 3b Right). Object 
discrimination fading was due to a renewal of interest to O1, provided the gradual increase of 
the mean O1 exploration time with the length of the delay (4 h vs 1 h, P < 0.01; 24 h vs 4 h, P 
< 0.001 delay, F2, 57 = 23.75, P < 0.001; genotype and delay x genotype, ns; data not shown). 
In the rectangular enclosure, α5(H105R) mice showed higher neotic preference scores than 
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WT mice (genotype, F2, 49 = 3.94, P = 0.05). This genotype difference was significant only in 
animals tested 1 h after study (P < 0.05 after delay x genotype, F
 2, 49 = 3.34, P = 0.04 and 
delay, ns) (Fig. 3c Right). The impact of the new enclosure on object novelty detection was 
further substantiated by separate (enclosure x genotype) analyses, which provided for the 1-h 
delay a significant detrimental effect in WT mice (P < 0.001 to T-enclosure) but not in the 
mutants (enclosure, genotype and interaction F1, 58 > 8.00, P ≤ 0.006); for the 4-h delay, no 
effect in both genotypes (main factors and interaction, ns); and for the 24-h delay, a similar 
significant facilitating effect in WT and α5(H105R) mice (enclosure, F1, 21 = 5.88, P = 0.02; 
genotype and enclosure x genotype, ns) (Figs. 3b and 3c Right). 
Using the incidental context-learning task, we further tested whether the mutants could form, 
retrieve and use a context memory capable of supporting fear conditioning. During the 10-min 
exposure to the novel conditioning chamber, preconditioned WT and α5(H105R) mice did not 
differ in both the number of activity counts and the cumulated amount of time spent immobile 
(Mann-Whitney U tests, ns) (Figs. 3d and 3e). During the course of conditioning to that 
chamber, only preconditioned animals of both genotypes exhibited an increasing proportion 
of immobility episodes per minute upon receiving the second and third footshocks (Two-way 
(genotype, preconditioning) ANOVA with repeated measures (3 shocks): preconditioning 
effect, F1, 36 = 14.93, P < 0.001; shock repetition effect, F2, 72 = 41.82, P < 0.001; 
preconditioning x shock, F2, 72 = 7.48, P = 0.001 and triple interaction, ns; Fig. 3f). 
Multiple object-location encoding strategies 
We next examined the capacity of WT and α5(H105R) mice to encode the spatial location of 
objects into memory. In the first object-encoding task, the two groups showed a similar 
gradual decrease in the number of errors across sessions (Repeated measure ANOVA: session, 
F5, 65 = 3.79, P = 0.004; genotype and genotype x session, ns; Fig. 4e Left). From the 1rst to 
the last 6th session, the increase in response accuracy was significant (session, F1, 13 = 9.33, P 
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= 0.009; genotype and genotype x session, ns), exceeding the wall position chance level on 
the last training session (P < 0.05 to 0.33) in both groups (Fig. 4e Middle). Likewise, the trial 
response latency decreased from the first to the last training session to the same extent in the 
two genotypes (session, F1, 13 = 9.13, P = 0.01; genotype and genotype x session, ns; Fig. 4e 
Right).  
In the second location-encoding task, WT and α5(H105R) mice were as accurate across the 
study phases (Mann-Whitney Z test corrected for ties, ns) and performed significantly above 
the wall position chance level (P < 0.05 to 0.33; Fig. 4f). However, the two groups differed at 
test (Z = 2.11, P < 0.05). WT mice showed a mean accuracy significantly above the object 
chance level (P < 0.05 to 0.50), while α5(H105R) mice responded significantly above the 
wall position chance level (P < 0.05 to 0.33), but not better than object chance (Fig. 4f).  
In the last object-to-location encoding task, the poor ‘study’ performance of WT mice 
contrasted with the elevated mean accuracy score of α5(H105R) mice (Z = 2.72, P < 0.01; 
Fig. 4g). During the test phases, the two groups were not different (Z test, ns). The mean 
accuracy scores ranged between the wall position and object chance levels in WT mice, and 
significantly above the wall position chance level (P < 0.05 to 0.33) in α5(H105R) mice (Fig. 
4g). The analysis of the impact of changing of test conditions on the animal’s performance 
confirmed a significant effect of the task and of its interaction with the genotype at study 
(task, F1, 26 = 4.95, P = 0.03 and task x genotype, F1, 26 = 8.51, P = 0.007) and at test (task, F1, 
26 = 4.14, P = 0.05 and task x genotype, F1, 26 = 7.33, P = 0.01). In WT mice, the mean ‘study’ 
accuracy dropped to the wall position chance level in task 3 (P < 0.01 to task 2 study), hence 
diminishing the performance at test (P < 0.05 to task 2 test; Figs. 4f and 4g). The mean 
‘study’ and ‘test’ accuracy scores of α5(H105R) mice remained unchanged from task 2 to 
task 3 (Figs. 4f and 4g). The two groups displayed similar mean trial response latencies, 
which decreased to 3 ± 1 s throughout the experimental period. 
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Spatial and motor response guidance strategies 
Spatial information processing was evaluated across multiple reinforced T-maze alternation 
trials. Regardless of the testing delay, two third of the mice of either genotype preferentially 
used the position of the previously baited sample arm (allocentric strategy) over the last body 
turn (egocentric strategy) to forage food at choice (genotype x delay table, χ2 ns) (Fig. 5a). 
We further tested whether the mutants could learn about single or multiple discrete location-
food combinations while acquiring a motor response pattern in the T- and radial mazes, 
respectively. In the left/right discrimination-learning task, WT and α5(H105R) mice were 
undistinguishable in gradually developing increasing number of reinforced alternations with 
training (day, F6, 90 = 10.55, P < 0.001, genotype and day x genotype, ns) (Fig. 5b). Increasing 
the memory load from 10 s to 15 min deteriorated alternation scores to the same extent in the 
two groups (delay, F1, 15 = 71.60, P < 0.001, genotype and day x genotype, ns) (Fig. 5b). In 
the free food foraging task in the radial 8-arm maze, acquisition indices gradually increased to 
the maximal performance across daily trials at a similar rate in WT and α5(H105R) mice 
(trial, F6, 78 = 19.34, P < 0.001, genotype and trial x genotype, ns) (Fig. 5c left). In both 
genotypes, only the proportion of adjacent turns increased significantly above chance from 
trial 1 to 7 (turn angle, F4, 52 = 20.07, P < 0.001; turn angle x trial, F4, 52 = 4.92, P = 0.01 and 
turn angle x trial x genotype, ns) (Fig. 5c right). 
Matching-to-position learning 
We finally assessed the ability of mice to learn and flexibly use a delayed matching-to-
position rule in a T-maze. WT and α5(H105R) mice needed a similar elevated number of 
trials (34 ± 4 and 26 ± 3 respectively, n = 14 per genotype) to acquire the matching-to-
position rule of 5 consecutive reinforced entries in to the same arm (95% Confidence Interval 
(-2.8; 18.8), pooled variance t test ns). They made fewer trials (WT: 15 ± 2 and α5(H105R): 
13 ± 2) to reach the same learning criterion when tested 24 h later (repetition, F(1, 26) = 68.67, 
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P < 0.001; genotype and genotype x repetition, ns), and then to transfer twice (reversal 1: WT  
10 ± 1 and α5(H105R)  8 ± 1; and reversal 2: WT  10 ± 1 and α5(H105R)  9 ± 1) the learned 
turning response to the opposite arm (P < 0.01 reversal 1 and 2 to acquisition and reversal 1 to 
reversal 2 after transfer effect, F(2, 52) = 47.45, P < 0.001; genotype and transfer x genotype, 
ns). 
Input-output relationship and long-term potentiation 
The analysis of the input-output relationships revealed no difference in the MPP of the DG 
and in the Schaffer collateral input to CA1 in slices from WT and α5(H105R) animals. In the 
MPP stratum, a linear region was detected between 50 µA and 80 µA stimulation intensity, 
with fEPSP amplitude increasing by 157 ± 36 µV in WT (95% Confidence Interval 67; 362) 
and 192 ± 27 µV in α5(H105R) mice (95% Confidence Interval (84; 287); t test ns; n = 8 
slices per genotype). Likewise, in Schaffer collaterals the mean slope of the linear fit between 
presynaptic fiber volleys and fEPSPs was of 0.409 ± 0.113 s-1 in WT and of 0.436 ± 0.112 s-1 
in mutant mice (n = 13-15 slices per genotype). The point mutation did not interfere with 
synaptic plasticity tested 50 to 60 min after theta-burst stimulation either, as shown by the 
similarly mean increase in relative fEPSP size in the three hippocampal regions from WT 
(MPP: 1.43 ± 0.12, n = 8; CA3: 2.20 ± 0.64, n = 5; CA1: 1.24 ± 0.05, n = 25) and α5(H105R) 
animals (MPP: 1.75 ± 0.43, n = 8; CA3: 2.11 ± 0.31, n = 6; CA1: 1.32 ± 0.04, n = 21) (U 
tests, ns).  
 
Discussion 
The present study examined the consequences of a genetically defined partial α5-subunit 
deficit on the memory for object location. We confirm in α5(H105R) mice a selective 
decrease (30%) of α5-subunit proteins, given the conserved expression of α4 and δ subunits, 
which compose other extrasynaptic GABAAR subtypes, and other main GABAAR subunits as 
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previously reported (Crestani et al., 2002). This reduction is distributed throughout, but 
circumscribed to the MTL as the low α5-subunit contents in neocortex and basal ganglia and 
the moderate to high levels in olfactory bulbs, deep cortical layers, and spinal cord (Crestani 
et al., 2002) remain unchanged. These data exclude major neurodevelopmental GABAergic 
compensations in these animals. Input-output relationships and theta-burst induced LTP in the 
MPP, CA3 and CA1 regions, which highly express extra- and peri-synaptic α5-GABAARs, 
were normal in α5(H105R) mice, substantiating earlier reports showing that a partial or global 
α5-subunit deficit does not disrupt hippocampal LTP (Crestani et al., 2002; Collinson et al., 
2006; Cheng et al., 2006). The behavioral characterization of α5(H105R) mice reveals a 
behavioral-cognitive disturbance encompassing hyperactivity and failure in encoding object 
location information.  
The hyperactive phenotype is detectable on the basal locomotion, as it manifests in familiar 
and not in new places. It does not disturb the circadian activity rhythm, the behavioral 
reactivity to novelty stress and the expression of learned motor responses. Consistent with the 
lack of α5-subunit alteration in cortical, mesoaccumbal, and spinal regions controlling 
locomotion, these results preclude a primary motor defect. Likewise, an olfacto-cognitive 
impairment affecting the processing of familiar or novel information is improbable in causing 
hyperactivity, given the capacity of α5(H105R) mice to adapt spatial and object exploratory 
activities to the degree of familiarity with the environment in the incidental object-in-place 
learning task and their conserved high α5-subunit levels in olfactory bulbs. In rodents, the 
hippocampus subserves a motoric function, provided the strong correlation between slow 
rhythmic theta activity and basal locomotion (Vanderwolf, 2001), and the experimental 
hyperactivity induced by increasing cholinergic tone or blocking GABAAR function in the 
hippocampus (Bast, 2007). The hyperactivity of α5(H105R) mice may therefore reflect 
functional alteration resulting from the α5-subunit deficit in hippocampal cell assemblies 
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driving the theta rhythm. This hypothesis is corroborated by electrophysiological studies 
showing a role for hippocampal perisynaptic α5-GABAARs in mediating slow phasic 
inhibitory currents, which regulate theta oscillations (Prenosil et al., 2006; Zarnowska et al., 
2009).  
The demonstration for a deficient object location processing in α5(H105R) mice relies on 
several lines of evidence showing 1) the integrity of the information processing and response 
learning mechanisms for objects and locations, and 2) a bias favouring object-based strategies 
whenever available to perform in tasks with high demand in spatial processing of objects. 
Cognitive and mnemonic processing of objects are unaltered in α5(H105R) mice. This is 
shown by their retained capacity to acquire and use an object class concept independent of 
object identity for learning a proficient object-guided food searching strategy in the object-
encoding task. Recognition memory for objects as assessed in the ‘familiar place’ test of the 
incidental object-in-place learning task is spared in mutants. In this test, only the elemental 
features of O2 were novel to the animals. Performing neotic preference therefore required 
remembering O1 features as the most familiar information. The short lifespan of that object 
identity recognition, as seen in WT mice, is consistent with an automatic encoding of O1 
during the course of the non-reinforced exploration of the familiar T-enclosure. This 
incidental learning mechanism, which momentarily binds object information to the spatial 
context of its occurrence, has been proposed to subserve one-trial forms of episodic memory 
and involves hippocampal LTP (Morris & Frey, 1997). Object familiarity encoding and 
recognition, which entail feature pattern separation, are supported by prefrontal and perirhinal 
cortices (Aggleton & Brown, 2006; Rolls & Kesner, 2006; Postma et al., 2008). Given the 
conserved low α5-subunit expression in frontal regions (Crestani et al., 2002) and 
hippocampal LTP in α5(H105R) mice, the normal time course of their object neotic 
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preference points no alteration and therefore little impact of the perirhinal α5-subunit deficit 
in these different object learning and memory processes.  
Any deficiency in spatial information processing and pattern separation mechanisms that 
subserve context representations and response guidance strategies (Rolls and Kesner, 2006; 
Kesner & Gilbert, 2006; White, 2009) were detected. This further supports a minor impact of 
the α5-subunit deficit in the hippocampal circuits involved and points the functional integrity 
in prefrontal and striatal regions in α5(H105R) mice. In the incidental context-learning task, 
the increasing immobility response to footshocks in preconditioned mutants indicates aversive 
conditioning acquisition via context memory retrieval (Rudy & O’Reilly, 1999). In the T- and 
8-arm mazes, α5(H105R) mice used either allocentric spatial information or egocentric cues 
to spontaneously forage food, discriminated between two or multiple baited spatial locations, 
and were as proficient in learning reinforced motor alternation strategies and inhibiting a 
spontaneous motor pattern in the matching-to-position task.  
Contextual recognition of objects has been described in rodents and involves the hippocampus 
(Dellu et al., 1997; Piterkin et al, 2008). Impairment in this function was evidenced in mutants 
subjected to the ‘new place’ test of the incidental object-in-place learning task. In this task, 
only O1 was familiar to the animals such that two different recognition strategies could 
support neotic preference. Mice could use O1 as a discrete memory cue to retrieve the whole 
contextual ‘O1-in-T-enclosure’ information, thereby detect the spatial novelty of its second 
occurrence while encoding the two objects as contextual stimuli of the same category. Low 
O1+O2 exploration time and little object neotic preference were therefore expected as 
indications for object familiarity processing and object-in-place memory retrieval, consistent 
with the performance of WT mice at short delay. The rapid decline of this contextual memory 
goes along with the automatic recording process mentioned above. Increased object neotic 
preference at longer delays argues for intact object identity-based recognition in these 
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controls. Alternatively, mice could use the object features independent of any context memory 
retrieval to perform neotic preference. The substantial performance at short delay, its slight 
decrease over time and the retained spatial novelty and object familiarity processing in 
α5(H105R) mice are consistent with object feature recognition, signing a defect in contextual 
retrieval. 
This failure might result from deficient encoding or reactivating processes that support object-
to-location binding. We addressed this hypothesis in the multiple object-location encoding 
task protocol. Within the limits of the training period, α5(H105R) mice failed to acquire an 
object location-guided response strategy due to deficient working memory for spatial location 
of objects. In task 2, WT mice displayed a predominant spatial over object encoding strategy 
at study, as evidenced by their high, above object chance accuracy to forage food during the 
test phases. The reset of performance to wall chance shown by these animals in task 3, which 
allowed encoding object identity or its spatial location or the combination of both to perform 
at test, was expected as concomitant to the acquisition of a proficient object location-guided 
response strategy. In contrast, α5(H105R) mice preferentially used the object-guided strategy 
acquired in task 1 to perform in the other tasks independent of the spatial processing demand. 
In task 2, they were less accurate than WT mice at test as they indiscriminatively chose either 
copy of the same object. In task 3, using the same object-guided strategy they could perform 
better than WT animals. Deficiency in response learning mechanisms, including motor pattern 
inhibition and behavioral flexibility, cannot explain the absence of performance reset in task 3 
in mutants because they normally acquired and reversed twice a matching-to-position rule in a 
T-maze. The bias of α5(H105R) mice in this protocol resembles memory retrieval impairment 
for object location reported in rats with selective destruction of DG granule cells, consistent 
with the proposed role of the DG in conjunctive object-location encoding (Kesner, 2007; 
Rolls & Kesner, 2006). Altogether, these data suggest functional detrimental consequences of 
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a moderate α5-subunit deficit in DG, resulting in object-to-location binding defect. This 
hypothesis is corroborated by evidence for delayed differentiation and maturation of adult 
born DG granule cells in α5(H105R) mice (our unpublished data).  
Summing up, our behavioral investigation yields strong evidence linking a genetically defined 
α5-subunit reduction in MTL to a behavioral-cognitive disturbance affecting basal 
locomotion and the memory for location of objects, with no further alteration in processing 
discrete object, spatial and context memories consistent with retained hippocampal LTP. At 
variance with our findings, pharmacological studies using selective α5-inverse agonists report 
increased hippocampal LTP in mice and enhanced performance in a prefrontal-dependent 
object retrieval task in monkeys and in delayed matching-to-position tasks requiring 
behavioral flexibility and motor responding in rats (Ballard et al., 2009; Atack et al., 2009; 
2006; Collinson et al., 2006), suggesting drug-induced compensation in other memory 
systems expressing little α5-subunits. However, these compounds deteriorate paired-associate 
learning in healthy elderly subjects, consistent with our findings, and are ineffective in 
Alzheimer patients (Atack, 2009). Behavioral hyperactivity, poor memory for object location 
and propensity to familiarity-based recognition are hallmarks of early Alzheimer dementia 
and elderly mild cognitive impairment (Aalten et al., 2008; Hwang et al., 2004; Troyer et al., 
2008; Rauchs et al., 2007; Gallo et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2003; Westerberg et al., 2006). 
Interestingly, reduced (20-30%) α5-subunit protein contents and binding sites for the selective 
α5-GABAAR radioligand [H3]L-655,708 mostly in entorhinal, perirhinal and hippocampal 
regions have been reported in patients with these conditions (Howell et al., 2000; Rissman et 
al., 2007). Given the highly conserved heterogeneous distribution of α5-subunits in the MTL 
from mouse to human (Howell et al., 2000; Atack, 2009), the striking resemblance of the 
behavioral-cognitive phenotype of α5(H105R) mice to the precocious cognitive 
manifestations of an Alzheimer’s syndrome suggests a primary hippocampal dysfunction 
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(Ohm, 2007) involving the α5-subunit deficit at early stages of the disease, thereby questions 
the relevance of the selective α5-inverse agonist drug strategy to improve the cognitive 
deficits in these patients. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure legends 
Figure 1: α5-subunit immunoreactivity in representative coronal sections from WT and 
α5(H105R) mice. Three different rostro-caudal levels are shown. Mean relative optical 
density (ROD) values (± standard deviations) close to background (< 0.15) were measured in 
the subiculum, the medial entorhinal and piriform cortices as well as in the basolateral and 
central amygdala, the primary somatosensory and visual cortices, and the striatum in W 
sections. Abbreviations: BL, basolateral nucleus of the amygdala; Ce, central nucleus of the 
amygdala; Cpu, caudate-putamen; DG, dentate gyrus; LEnt, lateral entorhinal cortex; LP, 
lateral posterior nucleus of the thalamus; PaS, parasubiculum; Pir, piriform cortex; PrS, 
presubiculum; S, subiculum; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; V1, primary visual cortex; 
VP, ventral posterior nucleus of the thalamus. Scale bar, 1 mm. 
 
Figure 2: Basal locomotion and behavioral reactivity to novelty stress. In WT and 
α5(H105R) mice, (a) Mean total activity counts and (b) relative activity counts per hour in a 
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familiar enclosure on 4 consecutive days (n = 15 mice per genotype); the thick dark line 
represents the nocturnal period. (c) Light/dark choice test. Mean time spent in the lit and the 
dark box (n = 8-10 mice per genotype).  
 
Figure 3: Incidental object-in-place and context learning. (a-c) Object-in-place learning. 
(a) Object in T-enclosure study. Number of rearings in enclosure, frequency and time spent 
investigating the novel object (O1) in WT and α5(H105R) mice (n = 56-62). (b) New object 
(O2) preference test in the familiar T-enclosure containing O1 positioned at the same spatial 
location as during study. In WT and α5(H105R) mice (n = 30-33), (Left) Mean number of 
rearings; (Middle) Mean total object (O1+O2) exploration time; only the genotype effect is 
shown for clarity. (Right) Neotic preference to O2 in WT and α5(H105R) mice tested 1 h (n = 
16-18), 4 h (n = 8-8) or 24 h (n = 6-7) after study. (c) New object preference test in the novel 
rectangular enclosure. In WT and α5(H105R) mice (n = 26-29), (Left) Mean number of 
rearings; (Middle) Mean total object exploration time. (Right) Neotic preference to O2 in WT 
and α5(H105R) mice tested 1 h (n = 12-16), 4 h (n = 8-7) or 24 h (n = 6-6) after study. * p < 
0.05 as compared to WT; +++ p < 0.001 as compared to T-enclosure (Post-hoc Bonferroni 
tests). (d-f) Context learning. In preconditioned WT and α5(H105R) animals, (d) Mean 
activity counts and (e) Mean time spent immobile in the novel conditioning chamber 
cumulated on 10 min. (f) On the aversive conditioning day, mean proportion of time spent 
immobile during the minute following each of the three footshock applications in 
preconditioned and non preconditioned (control) WT and α5(H105R) animals (n = 10 mice 
per group).  
 
Figure 4: Multiple object-location encoding strategies. (a) Schematic representation of the 
apparatus. (b) Task 1. Example of an object-encoding session comprised of three successive 
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trials, with O1, O2 and O3 being distinct objects. (c) Task 2. Example of an object location-
encoding trial, with On being three exact copies of the same object. (d) Task 3. Example of an 
object-to-location-encoding trial, with O1 being two copies of one object and O2 a second 
different object. In WT and α5(H105R) mice (n = 7-8), (e) Object-encoding task 1. (Left) 
Mean number of errors across the 6 training sessions; (Middle) Mean accuracy and (Right) 
Mean trial response latencies on the first and the last training session in the two groups. Mean 
accuracy scores across the multiple study and test phases in the (f) location-encoding task 2 
and (g) object-location encoding task 3. * P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01 as compared to WT; # P < 
0.05 as compared to either 0.33 or 0.50 chance level (dashed lines); + P < 0.05, ++ P < 0.01 
as compared to task 2. 
Figure 5: Spatial and motor response guidance strategies. In WT and α5(H105R) mice, 
(a) Delayed reinforced T-maze alternations. Proportion of mice (n = 32-36 per genotype) 
alternating, 10 s or 15 min after the sample reinforced arm study phase, using either an 
allocentric or an egocentric strategy. Left (L) and right (R) correspond to the mouse’s body 
orientation (arrow) from the starting arm. The black dots represent food reinforcers (b) 
Left/right discrimination learning. Mean alternation scores per 6-trial block, with a retention 
delay of 10 s on 8 consecutive training days (n = 8-9 mice per genotype) and of 15 min at test. 
(c) Free food foraging learning in a radial 8-arm maze. Acquisition indices across the 7 
training trials and mean proportion of 45° turns during the first and the last training trial (n = 
7-8 mice per genotype). 
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Region Mean ROD in 
WT
% change in 
α5(H105R)
p values
CA1, dorsal 0.46 ± 0.02 -27 < 0.05
CA1, ventral 0.35 ± 0.04 -25 = 0.056
CA3, dorsal 0.44 ± 0.02 -24 < 0.05
CA3, ventral 0.36 ± 0.06 -26 < 0.05
DG, dorsal 0.34 ± 0.02 -17 < 0.05
DG, ventral 0.21 ± 0.02 -51 < 0.05
Hilus 0.16 ± 0.01 -33 < 0.05
Subiculum 0.11 ± 0.02 -47 < 0.05
Perisubiculum 0.30 ± 0.05 -20 = 0.056
Parasubiculum 0.30 ± 0.07 -35 < 0.05
Perirhinal ctx 0.23 ± 0.06 -25 < 0.05
Entorhinal ctx, medial 0.12 ± 0.05 -28 < 0.05
Entorhinal ctx, lateral 0.24 ± 0.09 -32 < 0.05
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